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IssuerView
Featuring real-time access to the primary market order book 
and groundbreaking graphical representations of demand and 
allocation data  

Our platform for issuers brings them into the IHS Markit capital markets new 
issuance ecosystem and the active community of banks and investors. Delivered 
securely online, our grid technology provides an entirely new experience in viewing 
the order book, while an innovative dashboard of graphical “cards” help users 
interpret and digest key developments while deals progress.

Designed for:
Issuers
Investment Banks

In the complex lifecycle of a new issue, multiple constituents regularly exchange 
essential information. From orders being placed by investors to allocations being 
made by the syndicate desk, the orderbook is ever-changing. All this information 
needs to be relayed back to the issuer, requiring more layers of communication.

IssuerView facilitates more efficient dialogue anchored around common data and 
innovative analysis, thereby eliminating the need for endless email updates and 
Excel files. 

Single Platform for Deal Intelligence
IssuerView’s ultimate goal is to be an intuitive platform that brings together 
multiple data sets including detailed orderbooks for live and historical deals 
(regardless of bookrunner group), orderbook analytics, holdings data, investor 
profiles, and relevant information from the IHS Markit data suite.investor profiles, 
and relevant information from the IHS Markit data suite.
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Detailed Orderbook Data
The issuer can view instant order 
book updates, investor names / order 
size, limits, and hedge information. 
The platform includes all historical 
orderbooks for deals by the issuer (that 
were run over IssueNet). Regardless of 
syndicate group, IssuerView serves as a 
single repository for historical deals.

BD Corporate Data
IssuerView users may also access our BD Corporate data solution. Featuring an end-to-end solution for managing 
relationships with debtholders and prospecting for future debt issuance, BD Corporate is used by more than 2,000 corporate 
entities today.

This platform allows you to:

 — Identify holders of existing   
securities

 — Find potential investors in  
similar issues

 — Communicate with credit analysts 
and portfolio managers

 — Track your interactions with  
each manager

Our industry-leading data set includes 
holdings data for 7,000+ firms and 
profiles on 27,000+ decision-maker 
contacts in a seamless and easy-to-
use workflow. 
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